Morphologic change of the liver is well known in the patients who underwent chronic liver disease. 1 The subjective finding of liver cirrhosis is hypotrophy of right liver accompanying with hypertrophy of left liver and caudate lobe. On the cross-sectional images, the right liver exhibited relatively greater shrinkage, while the caudate lobe underwent relative enlargement. Some researchers speculate that one cause of hypertrophy of the caudate lobe and atrophy of the right is thought to be changes in their blood supply. Although most portal branches distributing to the caudate lobe arise from the left portal branch or from the bifurcation of the portal vein, there are branches from the right main portal vein and even the posterior segmental branch. The right portal venous bifurcation might more accurately divide the hypertrophied caudate and central liver from the atrophied right lobe than does the main portal venous bifurcation. 2 In the article included in this volume, Hayashi et al. 3 addressed the volumetric left lobe to right lobe (L/R) ratio in patients with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease demonstrated better performance in differentiating cirrhosis compared with other serologic tests such as aspartate aminotransferase to platelet ratio index (APRI) and BARD scores. The most anticipated aspect of this study is volumetric ratio is more reliable to obtain the parameters from morphologic features because it is not measure at specific cross-section; and automatic segmentation by computerized algorithm is more reliable than human work. Moreover, interobserver and intraobserver variability issue could be overcome by computerized volumetric measurement. In neurologic or neuropsychiatric researches, magnetic resonance (MR)-based volumetric parameters using brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have been developed and widely used for diagnosis and prediction of clinical outcomes. 4 Hepatic volumetry using three-dimensional image data is a method to quantify the morphologic change of the liver. The use of more objective methods as computed tomography (CT) or MRI seems fundamental. These two imaging techniques showed a very good accuracy in the estimation of the graft dimensions before transplant. Accurate segmentation of the liver is crucial, but it is not easy to manually draw following the boundary of the liver. There are several approaches to achieved reasonably segmentation automatically or semiautomatically in recent years, such as using statistical model, textual information, and atlas of standardized liver model. The volumetric values obtained with automated or semiautomated method agreed with those obtained with manual method, and lap time for automated volumetry substantially reduced compared with manual method. 5 However, the result of automatic segmentation of the abdominal organs can often be overestimated because the contrast enhancement of the liver is similar to that of the adjacent organs such as spleen, abdominal wall muscle, and the stomach and they can be included in the result of liver volumetry. Recently, gadoxetic acid (Gd-EOB-DTPA) enhanced MRI enables to easily segment the liver volume because it makes the only liver parenchyma appear uniformly bright on T1-weighted image. Lee et al. 6 addressed the average volume measurement error of this method was 2.35% and total processing time was about 12
seconds. There are several papers to evaluate the relationship between hepatic volume and liver fibrosis. Right liver and left medial segment volumes tended to decrease, and the ratio of caudate to total liver volume tended to increase, 7 and the ratio of Couinaud segment I-III to segment IV-VIII increased with stage of fibrosis. 8 Spleen volume is also important values to estimate the fibrosis stages. Splenomegaly generally reflects the presence of portal hypertension, but it is not always correlated with the portal hypertension grades because the combination of splenic congestion and tissue hyperplasia affect the splenic volume. Therefore, some researchers understand the combination of hepatic and splenic volume can be a parameter for estimation of the severity of liver cirrhosis, and there are some reports which addressed that splenic volume and the ratio of splenic to liver volume could estimate fibrosis stages 7, 8 and the severity of portal hypertension. 9 The measurement of splenic volume is also not easy because of the same reason of the liver, but Lee et al. 10 introduced a useful method to measure the splenic volume using diffusion-weighted MR imaging.
However, as appears by Hayashi's paper, there are still remained some problems of volumetric evaluation of diffuse liver diseases. First of all, it may be a time-consuming and unreproducible job unless a robust automatic segmentation method is perfectly realized. Second, volumetric evaluation of hepatic fibrosis is not applicable to the patients with non-cirrhotic liver fibrosis (F1 to F3) because the change of hepatic volume develops in advanced fibrosis stage. MR or ultrasound elastography can play a supplementary role for the discrimination of the lowgrade fibrosis.
In conclusion, it is very encouraging that parametric imaging including hepatic and splenic volumetry is increasing to evaluate the severity of diffuse liver diseases such as hepatic fibrosis and portal hypertension. However, it should be easily applicable and reliable, and the reference value of the parametric imaging should be generally acceptable. I hope that various imaging parameters for help to find clinically significant result would be developed on the chronic liver disease.
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